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	A unique, full-color introduction to Linux fundamentals


	Serving as a low-cost, secure alternative to expensive operating systems, Linux is a UNIX-based, open source operating system. Full-color and concise, this beginner's guide takes a learning-by-doing approach to understanding the essentials of Linux. Each chapter begins by clearly identifying what you will learn in the chapter, followed by a straightforward discussion of concepts that leads you right into hands-on tutorials. Chapters conclude with additional exercises and review questions, allowing you to reinforce and measure your understanding.

	
		Offers a hands-on approach to acquiring a foundation of Linux skills, aiming to ensure Linux beginners gain a solid understanding
	
		Uses the leading Linux distribution Fedora to demonstrate tutorials and examples
	
		Addresses Linux installation, desktop configuration, management of files and filesystems, remote administration, security, and more



	This book is essential reading for anyone entering the world of Linux!
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Graph -Theoretic Techniques for Web Content Mining (Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Graphs are mathematical constructs for representing objects or systems which contain structural (i.e. relationship) information. Graphs have been used in many domains, from software engineering to artificial intelligence. However, the use of graphs in machine learning has been limited, compared to the more prevalent vector model which does not...
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Defensive Security Handbook: Best Practices for Securing InfrastructureO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Despite the increase of high-profile hacks, record-breaking data leaks, and ransomware attacks, many organizations don’t have the budget to establish or outsource an information security (InfoSec) program, forcing them to learn on the job. For companies obliged to improvise, this pragmatic guide provides a security-101 handbook...
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Head and Neck Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2003

	Exciting advances are occurring in the understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of squamous head and neck cancers. Epidemiology, staging and screening, as well as premalignancy, chemoprevention and the molecular biology of head and neck cancer, lay the groundwork for the understanding of the clinical chapters that follow. Controversial...
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Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007Sybex, 2006
Turn Your Ideas Into High-Impact 3D Models and Animations
   

 Transform flat drawings and concepts into impressive 3D visualizations that will amaze your clients with the comprehensive instruction you'll find in Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007. Written by VIZ experts, this book shows you how to get the most out of...
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Computer Applications in Pharmaceutical Research and Development (Wiley Series in Drug Discovery and Development)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
A unique, holistic approach covering all functions and phases of pharmaceutical research and development
    

    While there are a number of texts dedicated to individual aspects of pharmaceutical research and development, this unique contributed work takes a holistic and integrative approach to the use of computers in...
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An Introduction to Quantum Computing AlgorithmsBirkhauser, 2001

	In 1994 Peter Shor [65] published a factoring algorithm for a quantum computer that finds the prime factors of a composite integer N more efficiently than is possible with the known algorithms for a classical com puter. Since the difficulty of the factoring problem is crucial for the se curity of a public key encryption system,...
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